Aβ25-35, the fibril-forming, biologically active toxic fragment of the full-length amyloid β-peptide also forms fi-21 brils on mica by an epitaxial assembly mechanism. Here we investigated, by using atomic force microscopy, 22 nanomechanical manipulation and FTIR spectroscopy, whether the epitaxially grown fibrils display structural 23 and mechanical features similar to the ones evolving under equilibrium conditions in bulk solution. Unlike epi-24 taxially grown fibrils, solution-grown fibrils displayed a heterogeneous morphology and an apparently helical 25 structure. While fibril assembly in solution occurred on a time scale of hours, it appeared within a few minutes 26 on mica surface fibrils. Both types of fibrils showed a similar plateau-like nanomechanical response characterized 27 by the appearance of force staircases. The IR spectra of both fibril types contained an intense peak between 1620 28 and 1640 cm −1 , indicating that β-sheets dominate their structure. A shift in the amide I band towards greater 29 wave numbers in epitaxially assembled fibrils suggests that their structure is less compact than that of 30 solution-grown fibrils. Thus, equilibrium conditions are required for a full structural compaction. Epitaxial 31 Aβ25-35 fibril assembly, while significantly accelerated, may trap the fibrils in less compact configurations. Con-32 sidering that under in vivo conditions the assembly of amyloid fibrils is influenced by the presence of extracellular 33 matrix components, the ultimate fibril structure is likely to be influenced by the features of underlying matrix 34 elements. 35
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Introduction
Leicester, UK), which allowed the use of very small sample quantities.
133
To study the secondary structure of epitaxially grown fibrils, 100 μl of 134 8 μM seedless solution was incubated for 10 min on a freshly cleaved glucosaminoglycans [20] [21] [22] , the mica-assisted growth of amyloid 
174
To explore the structure of solution-grown Aβ25-35 fibrils, an ali-175 quot of fibrils incubated for several days was applied to mica. A poly-176 morphic, structurally heterogeneous picture emerged (Fig. 1b-g ).
177
Some of the fibrils displayed beaded (Fig. 1b) or sheet-like (Fig. 1g) 178 appearance, but most frequently a left-handed helical structure was 179 apparent (Fig. 1c-g 
193
To quantitate the structural features of the fibrils, we measured their 194 topographical height distribution (Fig. 2) . The range of topographical 
most likely corresponds to a single β-sheet [10] . Accordingly, one to five 
208
To reveal further detail about the structural features, we measured 209 the variation of height along the longitudinal axis of Aβ25-35 fibrils.
210
The axial variation of the topographical height was low in the case of ep-211 itaxially grown fibrils (Fig. 3a) when compared with that of solution-
212
grown fibrils (Fig. 3b) . Solution-grown fibrils most often displayed dis-213 tinct periodicity related to the underlying left-handed helical structure.
214
The periodicity of these fibrils varied between 50 and 300 nm. Impor- 
220
Within an in vivo environment that displays periodically arranged bind-
221
ing sites, such as collagen or glucosaminoglycans [20] [21] [22] , a similarly 222 catalyzed fibrillogenesis may also be feasible. (Fig. 4b) .
232
Therefore, plateau forces are related to the mechanical stability of the fi-
233
bril [17] . The higher the plateau, the greater the force necessary to unzip 234 protofilaments and vice versa. The length of the force plateau corre-235 sponds to the distance between consecutive protofilament rupture 236 events (Fig. 4c) . The longer the plateau, the longer it takes for the 237 protofilament to rupture, along its length or at its attachment points, 238 during mechanical unzipping [17] . Thus, plateau length may be loosely solution-grown fibrils (n = 585) (Fig. 4b) . The multimodality of the pla-247 teau force histogram is attributed to a coupling between parallel 248 protofilaments within the fibril. Qualitatively similar multimodality is 249 reflected in the topographical height distribution of the fibrils (Fig. 2) . Al-250 though the plateau length distribution was rather similar for the two fi-251 bril types, we sometimes observed very long plateaus in the case of 252 solution-grown fibrils (up to 1000 nm long, Fig. 4c ), which are likely 253 due to the unzipping of the entire fibril from the substrate surface [23] . 
269
To study the secondary structure of epitaxially grown fibrils, a seed- with the underlying substrate alter fibril structure. 
